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Summary of Vowel changes 
 
There are several different types of processes that affect vowels in 
Hul’q’umi’num’. Here are some that we have talked about. 
 
Unstressed vowel reduction 
 
• strong vowels become schwa when they are unstressed. 
 
Some examples can be seen below.  
 
(1) lhihw  three    lhuhwnets  three root plants 

 ’apun  ten    ’upeenu  ten people 

 

 t’ílum  sing    t’itul’um’  singing 

 lhakw’ fly    lhalhukw’  flying 

 lhequm whisper   lhelhuqum’  whispering 

 
 
Choose your own example to show the process: 
 
             
 
There are some exceptions in which unstressed vowels do not reduce to schwa: 
 
(2) qumíne’   ‘abalone’ 

 tsulqáma’   ‘raspberry’ 

 skw’ulwéxe’  ‘butterfly’ 

 yuxwule’   ‘bald eagle’ 

 
Q2: What pattern do you see with the unstressed final vowel? 
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Strong vowel reduction 
 
• strong vowels become schwa with some suffixes: 
 =nehw, =stehw, =tses, =shen, =ten… 
 
This usually happens with CVC-shaped roots and =CVC suffixes. 
 
Some examples of stressed vowel reduction are given in (3) 
 
(3) ’ixa’qwt  shave someone’s head 

 ’uxshun  scrape someone’s foot accidentally 

 ’uxtun  scraper 

  
Choose your own example to show the process: 
 
             
 
Vowel strengthening (ablaut) 
 
• schwa becomes a strong vowel, when it is stressed with some meanings. The 

quality of the strong vowel depends on the meaning. The following chart 
lists the preferred vowel, then some other vowels. 

 
 Meaning   preferred vowel(s) other vowel (s)   
 Progressive  e    a  [tendency with qw, xw] 

Stative-resultative i, e    a  
 Plural    i, e 
 Diminutive   i 
 
Some examples of vowel strengthening with progressives are given below.  
(4) ts’unum  tremble 
 ts’enum’  trembling 
  
 ch’ukwx  fry 
 ch’ekwx  frying 
 
 qwul’st  boil it 
 qwal’st  boiling it 
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Choose your own example to show the process: 
 
             
 
 
Vowel harmony 
 
• e becomes a when a suffix with a in the underlying representation  
 is added: 
 
 =that, =tal, =a’qw, =as 
 
(5) lheq’ut  lay it on 

 lheq’utum  lay it down 

 laq’uthut  lie down 

 

 q’exutum  fall backwards PASS 

 q’axuthut  bend backwards 

 
Choose your own example to show the process: 
 
             
 
 
Vowel deletion 
 
• sometimes vowels delete with some suffixes added 
 
(6) lhihw   three 

 lhhwuwulh  three canoes 

 lhhultsup  three pieces of firewood 

 
Choose your own example to show the process: 
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Schwa insertion 
 
• sometimes a schwa is inserted to make a syllable easier to pronounce. This 
often happens with suffixes and/or roots that have one or more resonant 
consonant in them.  
 
(7) ximut  √xim-t grab it, grab hold of; claw 

ximutum  √xim-t-m grab, claw PASS 

    
Choose your own example to show the process: 
 
             
 
 
>>>We can classify processes into different types: 
 

- When the stress pattern affects the vowel: weakening to schwa and 

strengthening to a non-schwa vowel 

- When suffixes affect the vowel: changing the root vowel, changing the 

stress pattern 

- When other vowels affect the vowel  

- When consonants affect the vowel 

- Inserting vowels  

- Deleting vowels 

 
Processes that insert or delete vowels also affect the syllable structure and may 
be related to stress patterns. This sheet summarizes the vowel changes we have 
seen so far, and previews a few changes we will look at next week.  
 
There is a general schema for understanding processes: 
 

 What the change is  What triggers the change  
 A becomes B   when …  [say the condition]  
 

Formally A  B    / X__Y   
 


